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High Track Density @ HL-LHC

❖ HL-LHC luminosity:


• Linst (start) = 5.0 · 1034 cm-2 s-1 (140 PU)


• Linst (goal) = 7.5 · 1034 cm-2 s-1 (200 PU)


❖ CMS GED relies on track-vertex assignment


• With vertex density higher than 1 mm-1  

→ significant PU contamination


• Degradation in whole event reconstruction


❖ Challenge: keep current performance @ HL-LHC


• Full physics program would benefit
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ties above 1 mm�1. The resulting degradation in resolutions, efficiencies, and misidentification
rates at 200 pileup events impacts on several measurements [2, 6]. While measurements relying
on isolated objects will suffer mainly from an acceptance reduction, measurements relying on
the missing transverse momentum (pmiss

T ) resolution or jet counting are significantly affected.
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Figure 1.1: Spread of the vertices along the beam direction at LHC and HL-LHC with 140 and
200 pileup events. The solid (dashed) line refers to the start (end) of the fill (left). Probability
density function of the vertex density along the beam axis: the modes and the means of the
three distributions are 0.3, 1.2, and 1.9 mm�1 and 0.2, 0.9, and 1.4 mm�1 (right).

The timing upgrade of the CMS detector will improve the particle-flow performance at high
pileup to a level comparable to the Phase-1 CMS detector, exploiting the additional informa-
tion provided by the precision timing of both tracks and energy deposits in the calorimeters.
In the time domain, pileup collisions at the HL-LHC will occur with an RMS spread of approx-
imately 180–200 ps within the 25 ns bunch crossing structure of the colliding beams, constant
during the fill and uncorrelated with the line spread. If one imagines slicing the beam spot
in consecutive time exposures of 30 ps, the number of vertices per exposure drops down to
current LHC pileup levels. A time resolution of this size, therefore, would reduce the ‘effective
multiplicity’ of concurrent collisions to a level comparable to the LHC, thereby recovering the
Phase-1 quality of event reconstruction. The essential basis for the proposed concept is that the
time information from charged tracks is exploited in a space-time reconstruction of tracks and
vertices. Moreover, the time information from photons extracted from calorimeters is matched
with time information from the vertices. At the hardware level, this approach requires a ded-
icated detector for precision timing of minimum ionizing particles (MIPs), in addition to the
enhanced timing capabilities of the calorimeters [1]. At the software level, it requires the devel-
opment of algorithms to integrate the time information in particle-flow reconstruction, and to
exploit that information in the offline analyses and in the high level trigger.

The event display in Fig. 1.2 (left panel) visually demonstrates the power of space-time re-
construction in 200 pileup collisions, using a time-aware extension (4D) of the deterministic
annealing technique adopted in vertex reconstruction by the CMS experiment [7]. According
to simulation, instances of vertex merging are reduced from 15% in space to 1% in space-time.
Another quantitative measure of the performance improvement is shown in the right panel of
Fig. 1.2, showing the rate of tracks from pileup vertices incorrectly associated with the hard
interaction vertex as a function of the line density of vertices. The rate of incorrect associations
increases with the line density, as vertices start to overlap within the optimal selection window.
The addition of track-time information with 30 ps precision reduces the wrong associations to
a level comparable to those observed without timing at the LHC vertex density of to about
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Timing: An Extra Dimension for Vertexes

❖ Luminous regions has time RMS ~ 180 ps


❖ Better time resolution → better separation


• Can be used to effectively reduce PU

!3

Basic idea:  
vertexes overlapping in z  
might not overlap in time

σ(t) Effective PU
None 200
30 ps 33
45 ps 50
60 ps 70

Need σt ≲ 60 ps  
for real benefit

50 PU
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Benefits of 30ps Timing to CMS Physics

❖ Benefits across many physics channels


• Overall: +20-40% effective integrated lumi


❖ New physics opportunities


• Reconstruct mass of tracks (LLP, HSCP)


• TOF PID: exclusive flavour physics in Pb-Pb
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Signal 30ps Timing Benefits Physics Impact

H→γγ (*) Photon isolation, vertex choice +25% precision on cross-section

VBF + H→ττ Isolation, VBF tagging, MET resolution +20% precision on cross-section

HH Isolation, b-tagging +20% signal efficiency

SUSY Reduce MET tails -40% irreducible BG

little interactions with the calorimeters [9]. Moreover, the track-time reconstruction opens a
new avenue in searches for neutral long lived particles (LLPs), postulated in many exten-
sions of the standard model like Split-SUSY, GMSB, RPV SUSY, Stealth SUSY, SUSY models
with compressed mass spectra and many others discussed in [10] and references therein. The
space-time information associated to the displaced decay vertex, constructed from the decay
daughters that do not escape detection, will enable the kinematic closure of the decay and, for
example, the direct measurement of the LLP mass (Fig. 1.3) even for cases in which the decays
are partially invisible, dramatically boosting the sensitivity of such searches and providing a
novel method to characterize any future discovery.
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Figure 1.3: Impact on signal efficiency for HH ! bbgg for no-timing and two timing imple-
mentation scenarios (left). Mass peak of a 700 GeV neutralino reconstructed from the kinematic
closure of the secondary vertex using time information with 30 ps resolution (right).

1.3 Elements of the CMS timing upgrade
Precision timing can be provided by the front section of the upgraded endcap calorimeter
(CE) [1] and by the barrel electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) with a specific upgrade of the
readout electronics [11]. However, neither the CE nor the ECAL detectors will provide efficient
precision timing information for minimum ionizing particles (MIPs). Therefore, global event
timing with the ability to reconstruct the vertex time and exploit time information in charged
particle reconstruction requires a dedicated MIP Timing Detector (MTD) covering the barrel
and endcap regions. The scale of the time resolution needed in each of these detectors is pri-
marily determined by the spread in time of the luminous region at the HL-LHC. This spread
amounts to about 180 ps RMS and sets the time resolution required to achieve an effective line
density of vertices comparable to LHC (0.3 mm�1) to around 30 ps. This required time resolu-
tion does not depend on the HL-LHC luminosity leveling options. Rather, the timing upgrade
of CMS will provide an extra measure of robustness against any possible future beam-crossing
scenarios that may maximize or otherwise alter the luminosity production capabilities of the
HL-LHC.

1.3.1 Precision timing in the upgraded calorimeters

In the barrel region (|h| < 1.48), the current ECAL provides time information with a resolution
of order 150 ps for high energy showers (E > 30 GeV), limited mostly by time synchronization

5

4
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Two Timing Layers: BTL and ETL

!5

1.3. Considerations and requirements for the design of the MTD 9

Figure 1.6: A schematic view of the GEANT geometry of the timing layers implemented in
CMSSW [20] for simulation studies comprising a LYSO barrel (grey cylinder), at the interface
between the tracker and the ECAL, and two silicon endcap (orange and light violet discs) tim-
ing layers in front of the endcap calorimeter.

beginning of HL-LHC operations, and continues to be effective even if, because of radiation428

damage, the resolution degrades to 50–60 ps by the end of HL-LHC operation.429

1.3.2 Space constraints for detectors and services430

A broad range of physics studies motivate the need for nearly hermetic coverage with high431

efficiency. The overall geometric envelope and certain other infrastructures in the CMS ex-432

perimental volume and the service channels that provide cooling and power to the already433

approved detectors for the HL-LHC cannot be changed. There are, then, only two locations434

where timing detectors can be installed: in the space between the last layer of the Outer Tracker435

and the beginning of the ECAL, which will allow coverage of the barrel region; and in the gap436

between the Tracker bulkhead and the CE, which will permit coverage in the endcap region. In437

each of these locations, very little space is available for the MTD and its services. Alternatives438

to these locations were considered but were ruled out because of technical or schedule issues.439

The MTD then must be divided into two sections, the Barrel Timing Layer (BTL) covering440

|h| < 1.5 and the Endcap Timing Layer (ETL) covering 1.6 < |h| < 3.0. This division follows441

the layout of the CMS detector and is necessary for the MTD to fit into the detector, be com-442

patible with the way in which the detector is opened for maintenance, and have access to the443

service channels necessary for detector operations and readout. It is also driven by technical444

considerations, especially the significant difference in integrated radiation dose between the445

two regions.446

These considerations lead to the following requirements and conclusions:447

• The BTL shall be integrated into the support tube for the Outer Tracker, occupying a448
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BTL Integration and Geometry

❖ Arrays of LYSO crystal bars (50×3 mm2)


• Aligned in z direction


• Read out by 2 SiPMs (one per side)

!6

14 Chapter 1. Overview of the MIP Timing Detector Project

Figure 1.7: Overview of the BTL showing the hierarchical arrangement of the various compo-
nents, bars, modules, Readout Units, and trays, inside the TST.

proposed layout has no impact on the upgraded designs and schedules of the ECAL, while the615

sharing of the cold volume with the Tracker requires cross-coordination of the two projects. The616

Tracker design has been updated during 2018 with a slightly reduced outer radius to provide617

sufficient room for the BTL. The TST structure, with the modifications necessary to support the618

BTL, must be in place before the integration of modules into the upgraded Tracker (or the BTL)619

can begin. The BTL has a negligible impact on the performance of the Tracker in the barrel,620

and no impact in the endcaps. The momentum resolution changes from dpT/pT = 0.540%621

and 0.918% at 10 and 100 GeV with the nominal geometry of the Tracker TDR [4] to 0.548%622

and 0.936% with the reduced outer radius, without including BTL hit information in the track623

reconstruction. Similarly, a simulation study, with a 4 mm thick LYSO:Ce layer, i.e. thicker624

than in the reference design, indicates no significant impact on the performance of shower625

reconstruction and energy resolution in the ECAL [8].626

One challenge in using SiPMs is that, because they operate above the breakdown voltage in627

Geiger mode, they produce large dark currents that become significantly worse as the radiation628

dose increases. This results in heating, which increases the dark current by roughly a factor of629

two for each 7–10 �C, that in turn requires operation at low temperatures, typically ⇡-30 �C,630

resulting in the need for substantial cooling power. The electronics must also be designed to631

handle large leakage currents. Since the dark current and the photon detection efficiency are632

both functions of the over-voltage (OV), the number of volts above the breakdown voltage of633

the SiPM, there is a tradeoff between signal size and dark current that will result in degraded634

operation at the end of the HL-LHC. The SiPMs are operated with a gain of ⇡105.635

The BTL is read out by a dedicated ASIC, named the TOFHIR (Time-of-flight, High Rate) chip,636

that delivers precision timing information for 32 SiPMs based on discrimination of the leading637

edges (LE) of their pulses followed by measurement with a time-to-digital converter (TDC).638

In order to achieve high precision, the input to the discriminator has to have a very fast rise639

time, dV/dt, which requires a lot of amplification and consequently a lot of power. In this640

technique, the amplitude of the pulse also has to be measured to correct the time walk (the641

variation of the threshold-crossing time with pulse height). The dark current of the SiPMs642

increases dramatically with radiation dose and must be compensated by circuitry in the ASIC.643

The power consumption of the BTL is dominated by this dark/leakage current. Fluctuations644

in the dark current cause jitter that degrades the time resolution and, at high integrated doses,645

towards the end of HL-LHC operation, will be the dominant contribution to the time resolution.646
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❖ Integrated with tracker


• Will share services 
(cooling) and schedule
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Beam Tests: 30 ps Resolution Achieved!
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2.1. Overview and principle of operation 27
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Figure 2.7: Left: time resolution for the left and right SiPMs and average time-stamp tave as a
function of the impact point X along the crystal bar axis. Right: sensor time resolution, tave for
different bias voltages and discrimination thresholds.

(equivalent to about 10 photoelectrons), a time resolution of 43 ps at each SiPM and 30 ps for940

the combined time-stamp is achieved according to expectation. A scan of bias voltage and dis-941

crimination threshold is shown in the right plot of Fig. 2.7. At lower OV the time resolution942

degrades with the expected behavior of 1/
p

PDE down to 38 ps for a bias voltage of 69 V cor-943

responding to about 2.7 V over-voltage where the PDE is about 22%. The threshold scan in the944

range 60–500 mV shows that above the threshold of ⇠100 mV, corresponding to about 10 pho-945

toelectrons, the time resolution is approximately constant for up to a factor 5 larger threshold.946

Below 100 mV for small signals (69 V) the noise from the electronics starts to deteriorate the947

time resolution.948

As a large fraction of particles produced by LHC collisions at CMS will impact the crystal bar at949

non-normal incidence, we measured the dependence of the time resolution on the MIP impact950

angle, q, with respect to the normal to the bar axis. The time resolution measured as a function951

of the slant thickness, tslant = t/ cos q, is shown in Fig. 2.8 in which the angles used were952

qMIP = 45, 60 and 80o. This set of angles spans the entire range of slant thicknesses expected953

for both MIPs in the high-h region of the barrel (qz
max ⇠ 64�) as well as low pT (⇠0.7–2.0 GeV)954

charged particles that are strongly bent by the magnetic field and can thus cross the crystal955

with an angle up to q
f
max ⇠ 80�. While the energy deposit increases linearly with the slant956

thickness, tslant, the time resolution improves as sslant
t µ t�a

slant with a ⇠ 0.35. This behavior957

can be explained as the time resolution in this case is the combination of a higher signal and958

thus larger number of photons, which improves the stochastic fluctuations with the square959

root behavior, and the fact that the photons are produced across a longer track and thus the rise960

time of the pulse is slightly slowed down. From this, a value of a < 0.5 is expected. There is961

a small asymmetry in the performance of the two measurements depending on their position962

with respect to the MIP direction. In particular the downstream measurement performs better963

than the upstream one, since in the former case the light signal is compressed by the time of964

flight of the charged particles, while in the latter it is dilated. Nevertheless, the combination of965

the two time stamps improves the overall time resolution with respect to a normal incidence.966

Since in the BTL design the bar axis is oriented along the f direction, it follows that low pT967

26 Chapter 2. The Barrel Timing Layer

Figure 2.5: Left: the difference of the time stamp from the SiPM and the reference time pro-
vided by the MCP is shown as function of the SiPM signal amplitude and defines the typical
amplitude-walk correction curve. Right: a precision on the amplitude measurement better than
5% is sufficient to have an efficient amplitude-walk correction (impacting to less than 10 ps in
quadrature).
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Figure 2.6: Left: time stamp from the left and right SiPMs and average time-stamp, tave, as a
function of the impact point X along the crystal bar axis. Right: difference between the two
time stamps, tdiff.

of total internal reflection, determine the time response. This cone is defined by a maximum933

angle qir of 56.5� with respect to the normal to the crystal end face.934

The time resolution along the bar as measured in the test beam is reported in Fig. 2.7 for the935

two SiPMs individually and for the average time-stamp. The combination of the two SiPM936

measurements improves the overall time resolution by a factor
p

2 since the dominant stochas-937

tic fluctuations from photo-statistics and DCR are uncorrelated for the two SiPMs. For a bias938

voltage of 72 V corresponding to a PDE of 37% and a discrimination threshold of 100 mV939
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is summarized in the plot of Fig. 2.14, showing the expected annealing of each component as a1253

function of time at room temperature (RT). The annealing kinetics, Iirr
dark(t), of the total radiation1254

induced dark current, Iirr
dark(0), can be parameterized as:1255

Iirr
dark(t) = Iirr

dark(0)Â
i

gie�ti/t. (2.4)

Since BTL will be operating at �30 �C, only minor annealing will take place during data tak-1256

ing while substantial recovery will occur during yearly shutdowns of the duration of about 41257

months. The right plot of Fig. 2.14 shows the expected growth of the DCR at fixed OV of 1.5 V1258

during the detector lifetime for the cases of:1259

• no annealing;1260

• annealing at RT only during 2 weeks per year;1261

• annealing at RT during the full shutdown;1262

• complete annealing of the recoverable defects.1263

Exploiting the full shutdown period for recovery at room temperature allows a reduction of1264

DCR of about 30% with respect to a 2 weeks only scenario. Additional recovery could be1265

achieved by increasing the local temperature of the SiPM during shutdowns to a temperature1266

to higher than +30 �C. The potential gain of such approach and its technical viability are being1267

investigated with dedicated studies.1268

2.2.2.5 Evolution of SiPM operating parameters with integrated luminosity1269

The time resolution of BTL sensors is strongly driven by the SiPM parameters and mainly by1270

the PDE and DCR, which directly affect the photo-statistic and noise term, as discussed in Sec-1271

tion 2.1. Since DCR will increase with fluence, adjustment of the operating over-voltage (OV)1272

of the SiPMs is required throughout the detector lifetime. In particular, the OV will have to be1273

decreased in order to maintain the DCR level within a range manageable by the ASIC and as1274

well to limit its contamination to the light signal. Reduction of the OV will also limit the power1275

Radiation Damage on SiPMs: Dark Current

❖ Radiation creates crystal defects in Si


• Mid-gap states → dark current


❖ Room temp. annealing heals defects


• Will anneal during yearly shutdown


• Longer annealing, more recovery


• Tied to tracker schedule


• Two weeks / year guaranteed 

❖ DCR will increase power usage


• To stay in budget will lower Vbias

!8

3×3 mm2 SiPM 
Operated at -30℃

4000 fb-1
(end of operation)

decreasing Vbias

decreasing PDE~40% ~20%

(…hence PDE)
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Figure 2.14: Left: radiation induced current annealing kinetics measured for APDs in Ref. [52].
Right: expected growth of DCR (SiPM S12572) for various annealing scenarios at fixed OV of
1.5 V during the detector lifetime.

is summarized in the plot of Fig. 2.14, showing the expected annealing of each component as a1253

function of time at room temperature (RT). The annealing kinetics, Iirr
dark(t), of the total radiation1254

induced dark current, Iirr
dark(0), can be parameterized as:1255

Iirr
dark(t) = Iirr

dark(0)Â
i

gie�ti/t. (2.4)

Since BTL will be operating at �30 �C, only minor annealing will take place during data tak-1256

ing while substantial recovery will occur during yearly shutdowns of the duration of about 41257

months. The right plot of Fig. 2.14 shows the expected growth of the DCR at fixed OV of 1.5 V1258

during the detector lifetime for the cases of:1259

• no annealing;1260

• annealing at RT only during 2 weeks per year;1261

• annealing at RT during the full shutdown;1262

• complete annealing of the recoverable defects.1263

Exploiting the full shutdown period for recovery at room temperature allows a reduction of1264

DCR of about 30% with respect to a 2 weeks only scenario. Additional recovery could be1265

achieved by increasing the local temperature of the SiPM during shutdowns to a temperature1266

to higher than +30 �C. The potential gain of such approach and its technical viability are being1267

investigated with dedicated studies.1268

2.2.2.5 Evolution of SiPM operating parameters with integrated luminosity1269

The time resolution of BTL sensors is strongly driven by the SiPM parameters and mainly by1270

the PDE and DCR, which directly affect the photo-statistic and noise term, as discussed in Sec-1271

tion 2.1. Since DCR will increase with fluence, adjustment of the operating over-voltage (OV)1272

of the SiPMs is required throughout the detector lifetime. In particular, the OV will have to be1273

decreased in order to maintain the DCR level within a range manageable by the ASIC and as1274

well to limit its contamination to the light signal. Reduction of the OV will also limit the power1275

Radiation Damage on SiPMs: Dark Current

❖ Radiation creates crystal defects in Si


• Mid-gap states → dark current


❖ Room temp. annealing heals defects


• Will anneal during yearly shutdown


• Longer annealing, more recovery


• Tied to tracker schedule


• Two weeks / year guaranteed 

❖ DCR will increase power usage


• To stay in budget will lower Vbias

!8

3×3 mm2 SiPM 
Operated at -30℃

4000 fb-1
(end of operation)

decreasing Vbias

decreasing PDE~40% ~20%

(…hence PDE)
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Table 2.4: Comparison of end-of-operation specifications for BTL SiPMs to the performance of
existing candidate devices of 3 ⇥ 3 mm2 area from FBK and HPK irradiated to neutron fluences.
The extrapolations of DCR, PDE and power consumption are calculated at the optimal bias
overvoltage after 4000 fb�1 for an operating temperature of �30 �C, after 2 ⇥ 1014 neq/cm2. The
values of cell capacitance, cell recovery time and breakdown voltage, Vbr, are also quoted at a
temperature of �30 �C.

SiPM parameter Spec FBK-NUV-HD HPK-S12572 HPK-HDR2
Active area – ⇠ 9 mm2 ⇠ 9 mm2 ⇠ 9 mm2

Cell pitch < 20 µm 15 µm 15 µm 15 µm
Cell recovery time < 10 ns 7 ns 8.5 ns < 10 ns
Capacitance < 600 pF 530 pF 295 pF 585 pF
Number of cells > 20k ⇠ 40k ⇠ 40k ⇠ 40k
Vbr (�30 �C) – 34.2 V 63.0 V 35.8 V
dVbr/dT – 41 mV/ �C 59 mV/ �C 37 mV/ �C
dVb/1013 neq/cm2 < 0.25 V 0.1 V 0.2 V < 0.1 V
DCR-T coefficient – 1.76 1.90 1.79
ENF < 1.1 < 1.05 1.07 < 1.05
SPTR (s) < 100 ps 35 ps 47 ps < 60 ps
Parameters after 4000 fb�1

Optimal OV > 1V 1.6 V 1.5 V 1.2 V
PDE – 15% 13% 24%
Current/device – 1.32 mA 0.77 mA 1.30 mA
Power consumption  50 mW 50 mW 50 mW 50 mW
Gain � 1.3 ⇥ 105 2.1 ⇥ 105 1.45 ⇥ 105 1.55 ⇥ 105

DCR/SiPM – 42 GHz 37 GHz 55 GHz
PDE/

p
DCR � 2.0 2.3 2.1 3.2
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Figure 2.12: Left: Relative photon detection efficiency (PDE) as a function of wavelength com-
pared with the spectrum of LYSO:Ce scintillation light (blue dashed curve). Right: ”effective“
PDE, convolved with the LYSO:Ce emission spectrum, as a function of over-voltage for 3 dif-
ferent SiPM technologies considered for BTL.
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Expected Evolution of Timing Resolution
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Figure 2.3: Evolution of different terms contributing to the BTL time resolution as a function of
integrated luminosity. The two time measurements from the SiPMs at the opposite ends of a
LYSO:Ce crystal bar are combined in a single measurement. The curves are calculated for the
SiPM type HDR2-015 from Hamamatsu.

the sensor optimization. In the BTL sensors, a MIP deposits an average energy of ⇠4.2 MeV880

including the path length for bending tracks within the LYSO volume. With a LCE of 15% and881

PDE of 20%, a total signal of about 5100 photoelectrons at each SiPM is expected for a MIP.882

The contribution due to the noise term scales with the dark count rate (DCR) in the SiPM883

proportionally to
p

DCR/Nphe. The magnitude of the DCR increases with integrated lumi-884

nosity due to radiation damage creating defects in the silicon, and depends on several factors885

discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.2, including the operating temperature, the annealing886

scenario during shutdowns and the specific SiPM technology.887

Since the breakdown voltage of the SiPM, Vbr, can vary slightly in different devices and during888

the detector lifetime (because of radiation effects) the relevant parameter used in the follow-889

ing to define the SiPM performance is the over-voltage, OV = Vbias - Vbr. Both PDE and DCR890

increase with the OV, showing a SiPM-dependent behavior presented in Section 2.2.2. There-891

fore, the operating OV of the SiPM will be adjusted during the detector lifetime within a range892

of about 3.5 V, to maintain the optimum time resolution. In particular the over-voltage will893

be decreased gradually from 4 V to ⇠1.5 V to maintain the DCR within an acceptable level of894

35–60 GHz (SiPM dependent). Lowering the over-voltage will also cause the PDE to decrease895

from about 38–27% down to 24–13% (SiPM dependent). Both parameters will determine the896

evolution of the detector performance at the optimum operating voltage as shown in Fig. 2.3.897

2.1.1 BTL sensor performance in test beam898

BTL sensor prototypes have been tested and characterized at the test beam facilities of CERN899

and Fermilab. The testbeam facilities provide high energy pions or protons which serve as900

a well calibrated source of minimum ionizing particles. A Micro Channel Plate (MCP) with901

time resolution of about 16 ps has been used as timing reference. More details on the test beam902

instrumentation are reported in A.1. Crystal bars with dimensions of 3 ⇥ 3 ⇥ 50 mm3 have been903

instrumented with 3 ⇥ 3 mm2 SiPMs of 15 µm cell pitch from Hamamatsu (S12572), which is904

End-of-operation  
resolution < 60 ps

Mean resolution ~ 45 ps 
(throughout HL-LHC)
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Endcap Timing Layer: the Radiation Challenge

❖ ETL will cover 1.6 < |η| < 3.0


• Higher radiation dose


• Highly non-uniform in |η|


❖ SiPMs not radiation hard enough


• Will use silicon LGADs 
(Low Gain Avalanche Detectors)


• Internal gain: 10-30

!10

|η| Hadron Fluence 
(neq/cm2)

Dose 
(kGy)

0 1.7⋅1014 16

1.15 1.9⋅1014 21

1.45 2.0⋅1014 25

1.6 1.1⋅1014 25

2 2.4⋅1014 75

2.5 6.6⋅1014 260

3 1.7⋅1015 690
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Figure 3.62: A drawing of the ETL support disks with modules and service hybrids (shown in
orange). The channels for routing services, i.e., cables and fibers, over the top of the modules
are indicated by black arrows.

Figure 3.63: (Top) Exploded views of the service hybrid showing its various components. The
legend is shared among the two figures. (Bottom left) Service hybrid mounted between two
modules, with the power board visible on top, and (bottom right) the service hybrid showing
the readout board and components exposed.

The schematic of the functionalities of the power board is shown in Fig. 3.64 (top). Low voltage3927

is delivered via the LV-PP0 connector on the patch panel, located on the top of the cooling disks,3928

from power supplies operating at 12 V output. The low voltage is distributed through DC-DC3929
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Endcap Timing Layer Layout and Geometry

❖ Two disks of LGADs (two hits)


• 50 ps resolution on single hit


• So 30-40ps with two hits


❖ Each disk: LGADs on both faces 

• 90% acceptance per disk

!11

1.4. Overview of the MIP Timing Detector Design 17

Figure 1.9: Cross-sectional view of the endcap timing layer (ETL) along the beam axis. The
interaction point is to the left of the image. Shown are two ETL disks populated with modules
on both faces, along with the support structure. The grey sections are the active areas of the
modules with LGAD sensors underneath and the ETROCs (indicated as squares) on top. The
orange bars are the service hybrid. The thermal screen of the CE, labelled 12, which follows the
ETL, is shown on the right. It is preceded by a neutron moderator, labelled 9, whose purpose
is to shield the CE. The independent thermal screen of the ETL, labelled 1, is on the left.

the service hybrid, shown as orange bars, which read out the signals from the front end ASICs716

and bring low voltage power for the ASICs and bias voltage for the LGADs. The LGADs on717

the one face of a disk line up with the service hybrid of the other face so that the whole disk is718

covered with active elements. Figure 1.10 shows schematically the data path from the sensors,719

through the ETROCs and service hybrid to the backend electronics in the CMS Underground720

Service Cavern.721

1.4.3 The clock distribution system722

A stable, low-jitter clock distribution network at the sampling clock frequency and synchro-723

nized to the LHC bunch-crossings is required to retain the resolution of the timing detectors. A724

comprehensive R&D effort is ongoing to achieve an RMS jitter of 10–15 ps, including short-term725

and long-term detector-wide (link-to-link) stability.726

In tests using a simplified distribution tree, the current Versatile Link (VL) framework with727

GBTx and VTRx has shown that it is capable of providing a sub-10 ps jitter LHC clock to end-728

points. However, a more complete clock distribution network, with many more boards per729

LGADs

Services
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30-40ps Resolution Throughout HL-LHC

❖ LGAD time resolution < 40 ps  
throughout HL-LHC operations


• σt ~ 40-50 ps with double dose

!12
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30-40ps Resolution Throughout HL-LHC

❖ LGAD radiation tolerance well-known


• Studied with doses higher  
than HL-LHC end of operation


❖ σ < 40ps up to end-of-operation 
hadron fluence (1.5⋅1015 neq/cm2)


• Degrades only to 40-50ps  
with double the dose

!13

3.2. Silicon sensors 117

Figure 3.20: Time resolution as a function of bias voltage at different fluences. The top plot
shows the performance of FBK sensors, while the bottom plot shows the performance of the
HPK sensors. The measurements corresponding to the CMS fluence interval are those high-
lighted in green in the legend.

In 2020, a sensor pre-production complying with all the above specifications will be requested3058

from the foundries interested in producing ETL sensors. This production will provide the basis3059

for the completion of the two following milestones, shown along with all project milestones in3060

Fig. 6.2:3061

• TE.SI.01, Jun 2021: Sensor vendor qualification, and final geometry selection3062

• TE.SI.02, Jan 2022: Sensor vendor selection, and pre-production start.3063

An important aspect of the LGAD development plan regards quality assurance and quality3064

control. The extensive collection of completed and ongoing LGAD characterization studies3065

described above has not only demonstrated the viability of using these sensors for the CMS3066

ETL but is also contributing to the ultimate quality assurance of production sensors. Working3067

closely with the three vendors during the sensor prototyping phase informed both the above3068

list of sensor specifications and the ability of CMS to evaluate the foundries’ capacity for suc-3069

3⋅1015 cm-1

4⋅1014 cm-1

8⋅1014 cm-1

1.5⋅1015 cm-1

Example: FBK LGADsIrradiation Studies on LGADs

(full HL-LHC)

(twice HL-LHC)
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30-40ps Resolution Throughout HL-LHC

❖ LGAD time resolution < 40 ps  
throughout HL-LHC operations


• σt ~ 40-50 ps with double dose
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Figure 3.35: Time resolution as a function of temperature in post-layout simulation, with the
nominal process, with default (IBSelB=7) and also a higher power preamp setting (IBSelB=1).
The parasitic components of the preamp and the discriminator are included, assuming 20 ps
bin sizes for both of the TDCs.

degradation. This becomes prominent at room temperature, where the gain in the preamp is3264

not large enough. In order to alleviate this performance degradation, a larger feedback resis-3265

tance or a larger bias current could be used.3266

Better time resolutions can be achieved with more power consumption. Figure 3.35 shows3267

the resolution with the higher power preamp setting (IBSelB = 1), thereby doubling the power3268

consumption. At T = �20 �C, at the higher power setting the time resolution is improved from3269

the 35–45 ps range to about 30–35 ps. The overall temperature dependence has been improved3270

a lot as well, especially for the high radiation case.3271

3.3.6 TDC Design3272

The TDC takes as input the discriminator output and records the TOA and TOT for a fixed3273

discriminator threshold. As described in Section 3.3.2, the TOA and TOT TDC bin size should3274

not exceed 30 ps and 100 ps, respectively. To allow improvements in particle identification in3275

heavy ion collision events, the TDC measurement time window is extended to 6.25 ns (the mea-3276

surement window of the ALTIROC is 2.5 ns).To satisfy these requirements, while optimizing3277

the design for reliability and power consumption, two approaches have been studied. The first3278

approach is essentially the 65 nm equivalent of the ALTIROC TDC design, which is based on3279

the vernier delay line technique [89].3280

The second approach, hereafter referred to as the ETROC TDC, combines the traditional single3281

tapped delay line TDC measurement technique with a method for in-situ self-calibration devel-3282

oped for FPGA TDC implementation in the past. The ETROC TDC alternative is pursued for3283

its relative simplicity, and thus potential improvements in reliability, as well as the associated3284

significant reduction in power consumption.3285

In what follows, we will describe the ETROC TDC and its implementation first. We will then3286

compare the two approaches.3287
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30-40ps Resolution Throughout HL-LHC

❖ LGAD radiation tolerance well-known


• Studied with doses higher  
than HL-LHC end of operation


❖ σ < 40ps up to end-of-operation 
hadron fluence (1.5⋅1015 neq/cm2)


• Degrades only to 40-50ps  
with double the dose
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• TE.SI.01, Jun 2021: Sensor vendor qualification, and final geometry selection3062

• TE.SI.02, Jan 2022: Sensor vendor selection, and pre-production start.3063

An important aspect of the LGAD development plan regards quality assurance and quality3064

control. The extensive collection of completed and ongoing LGAD characterization studies3065

described above has not only demonstrated the viability of using these sensors for the CMS3066

ETL but is also contributing to the ultimate quality assurance of production sensors. Working3067

closely with the three vendors during the sensor prototyping phase informed both the above3068

list of sensor specifications and the ability of CMS to evaluate the foundries’ capacity for suc-3069

3⋅1015 cm-1

4⋅1014 cm-1

8⋅1014 cm-1

1.5⋅1015 cm-1

Example: FBK LGADsIrradiation Studies on LGADs LGAD+ASIC Simulated Performance

(full HL-LHC)

(twice HL-LHC)

❖ ASIC+LGAD: σt < 50 ps (one hit)


• Two hits, so σt < 50/√2 = 35 ps


• Better σt with higher power
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Conclusions

❖ CMS upgrade for HL-LHC: adding a timing detector for charged particles


• Target: 30-40 ps time resolution, hermetic coverage


❖ Full CMS physics program would benefit


• 6× PU reduction, +20-40% effective luminosity, new searches


❖ Successful R&D campaigns both for barrel and endcap timing layers


• σt < 30ps achievable, degrading to only 40-60ps at end of operation 

❖ Looking forward to detector assembly and commissioning!

!13
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Fast and Radiation-Hard Electronics

❖ Readout electronics ASIC: TOFHIR


• Based on TOFPET2 board 
used in LYSO TOF-PET 


• Adapted for higher rates  
and radiation tolerance


• Leading edge discriminator 
+ amplitude measurement


❖ Each board has 6 ASICs


• Each ASIC powers 32 SiPMs


❖ Extensive testing on final prototypes 
ongoing in 2019-2020

!15
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4 
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6 

1 : TOFHIR board with 6 ASICs 

2 : LYSO array with 16 LYSO bars, bars oriented in φ  
3 : Concentrator card  

4 : DCDC converter 

5 : CC-to-FE connector 

6 : lpGBT 

7 : SiPM-to-FE connector 

8 : Cooling bar with CO2 pipes 

9 : Cooling fins 

z 

φ 

7 

8 

9 

Figure 1.8: Representation of a Readout Unit, which supports 768 SiPMs.

The dose received by the BTL is relatively uniform in h so this is a challenge for the entire647

detector.648

The ASICs are mounted on front-end (FE) boards, 6 ASICs per board, which are connected to649

their SiPMs via small PCBs or flex circuits. Four front-end boards plug into a Concentrator Card650

(CC) that provides low voltage power, bias voltage, and three low power Gigabit Transceivers651

(lpGBTs) that carry data and control signals to and from the ASIC. The ASICs, FE, CC, and652

associated power supplies constitute a Readout Unit (RU), which supports 768 SiPMs. The653

lpGBT transmits a L1-A from the CMS trigger to the FE and, on receipt of an L1-A, sends the654

data from the FE to the back-end electronics in the CMS Underground Service Cavern (USC).655

The lpGBT also exchanges control and monitoring information between the FE and the DAQ.656

The detector is divided longitudinally into a +z and -z “ends” of length 2.6 m, each end con-657

sisting of 36 azimuthal segments, which span 10� each. Each segment has a row of 6 RU, sup-658

porting 4608 SiPMs in a unit called a “tray”. In all, the 72 trays contain 331 776 SiPMs. Services659

are routed along the tray to the RUs.660

Figure 1.7 provides an orientation to the BTL and its components. Shown are the TST, an661

indicator of the position of the trays on the periphery, a sketch of the Readout Unit showing the662

bar layout, and a sketch showing how the RUs populate the trays. Figure 1.8 is a representation663

of a Readout Unit showing four Front End boards each with 6 TOFHIR ASICs connecting to664

the CC. Also shown are the lpGBTs and the DC-DC converters for the power. The LYSO bars665

are visible and the flexible connections from the SiPMs on their ends to the ASICs can also be666

seen.667
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Integration window

20 ns 200 ns

m (pC/kpe) 4.3905 29.552

b (pC) 3.0028 4.1898

R^2 0.9989 1

Figure 2.52: QAC integrated charge as a function of the number of photoelectrons in the LYSO
signal.

Figure 2.53: TOFHIR1 Test Board (left) and DAQ board (right) used in the tests.

signals at the start of operation (high SiPM gain and PDE).2034

2.3.2.3 TOFHIR1 preliminary test results2035

The tests of the TOFHIR1 prototype started in mid January 2019. The chip was mounted on2036

the TOFHIR1 Test Board shown in Fig. 2.53 which connected to the DAQ board, also shown2037

in Fig. 2.53. The DAQ motherboard has a Kintex7 FPGA and clock filtering as well as low2038

voltage conversion and regulation. The first mezzanine generates bias voltages to SiPMs op-2039

tionally connected to the Test Board. The second mezzanine provides the interface to the DAQ2040

computer. Dedicated firmware and software for TOFHIR1 configuration and readout has been2041

developed.2042

At this stage only preliminary and incomplete results are available. The firmware in the DAQ2043

board and the software in the data acquisition computer have been debugged allowing the2044

communication with the chip to be established. The configuration cycle (command and reply)2045

was validated. The chip responds to external test pulses with good events: event triggering,2046

data transmission and reception has been validated. All channels trigger as expected with dig-2047

ital test pulse, and all data is properly received by the FPGA and software. The assessment of2048

the SAR ADC was made using a dedicated test input that allows to scan the ADC input voltage.2049

Figure 2.54 (left) shows the ADC code as a function of the input voltage. Good behaviour and2050

linearity of the ADC is observed. The TDC assessment was made using external test pulses.2051

The Kintex FPGA in the DAQ board allows to generate test pulses with a precise phase rela-2052

tive to the system clock. This capability has been used to scan the test pulse timing in steps of2053

300 ps. For each phase step, a measurement of the pulse timing is performed. The TDC non-2054


